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-Real world instances that show things that are in series and parallel circuits. - Ball games by
one team must. Activity portion of lab worksheet will be completed. SERIES AND PARALLEL
Circuits – I. UM Physics Demo Lab 07/2013. Pre-Lab Question. What is the difference between
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with alligator connectors and banana connectors. You will also need access to a power supply
(set at 6 .
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The Series and Parallel Circuits activity encourages students to test two. Worksheet and draw
their own plan for a parallel circuit in the space provided. 4. Put this interactive quiz and printable
worksheet on circuits to use to measure how much you can learn about. Building Series &
Parallel Circuits: Physics Lab. Investigate and compare a series and a parallel elctrical circuit.
Students will be able to measure the current flow in a one bulb series circuit and compare with
the current flow in a two-bulb. Each group obtains materials from the lab table.
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The Series and Parallel Circuits activity encourages students to test two. Worksheet and draw
their own plan for a parallel circuit in the space provided. 4. You can download the actual class

package-see bottom of the page. Activity 3.1 – Series/Parallel Circuit Construction Lab. Purpose.
During the kayaking . For this experiment you will need an assortment of wires with alligator
connectors and banana connectors. You will also need access to a power supply (set at 6 .
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